INTRODUCTION
A manipulator is a set of links connected in a chain by joints. Usually, each joint has one degree of freedom. The state of the manipulator is described by a vector of joint variables, 8. All points on the manipulator move in Cartesian space. We are usually interested in the position and orientation of the end of the manipulator. The position and orientation of end of the manipulator are described by a vector (x) with six components in 3D space and three components in 2D space. There is a unique mapping fiom the joint space to the Cartesian space:
A redundant manipulator has more joint variables than position variables. Thus, a redundant manipulator that can move in 3D space has more than six joint variables. The objective of redundancy resolution is to find a trajectory in joint space [e(t)] that will keep the end of the manipulator on a given path [xG(t)], Since the redundant manipulator has extra degrees of freedom, it can follow a given path and simultaneously accomplish other objectives: avoid obstacles, avoid joint limits, minimize joint torques.
Most of the literature on redundancy resolution begins with the time derivative of Eq. (1): where J is the Jacobian off.
In 1969, Whitney solved the redundancy resolution problem by finding the minimum length vector of joint velocities that satisfied Eq. Along an optimal trajectory, the joint velocities satisfy:
If the extended Jacobian is nonsingular, Fq. (9) can be solved for the optimal joint velocities. Baillied's extended Jacobian method will yield repeatable paths in joint space.
resolution. His method is not based on local optimization. He adds an additional task (z) that will be performed by the manipulator:
In 1989, Semji a developed the configuration control method for redundancy
The task Jacobian (JJ is given by:
The extended Jacobian (JJ is given by Eq. (8) and the joint velocities satisfy:
J,e = [ :]
If the extended Jacobian is nonsingular, Eq. (12) can be solved for the joint velocities. However, the primary problem with practical applications of Seraji's method is that the extended Jacobian can be singular: when J is not of full rank, when J, is not of full rank, and when the rows of J, are not linearly independent of the rows of J.
Since the extended Jacobian can be singular, Seraji developed an improved configuration control method in 1990. The improved method is based upon a damped least-squares solution to a set of linear equations. The method suppresses large joint velocities near singularities, at the expense of small task trajectory errors in Eq. (12).
Examples of tasks are: obstacle avoidance, elbow control, and minimization of the distance between the joint angles and a goal for the joint angles. In general, calculation of a task function and its Jacobian is very difficult for a realistic application. For example, the minimum distance from any point on the manipulator to any obstacle in the environment will be a continuous function of the joint angles. However as the a r m moves in the workspace, the point on the ann that is closest to an obstacle can have discontinuous motions. Consequently, the derivative of the function may not exist at many points in joint space. Furthermore, each additional obstacle requires a new definition of the task function. In 1991, Burdick defined two types of redundancy resolution methods: configuration resolution and path-wise resolution. A configuration resolution method finds a point in joint space [e] that will keep the end of the manipulator at a given point [xG] and maximize a scalar objective.function @(e)]. A path-wise method finds a trajectory in joint space [e(t)] that will keep the end of the manipulator on a given path [xG(t)] and maximize a scalar objective function that is computed over the entire path. (We believe that pointwise resolution is a better name than configuration resolution.) Furthermore, there are two types of solutions for the two types of redundancy resolution methods: global and local. A global method yields a solution that has the highest possible value for the objective function. If a solution method is not global, it is called local. After noting that all current redundancy resolution methods are local, Burdick develops a global method for configuration resolution. manipulator in a cluttered environment. Consider a manipulator that is performing assembly tasks under the dash of a car. In some regions of task space, the primary objective of redundancy resolution is to avoid joint limits while in other regions the objective is to avoid obstacles. A general motion planning algorithm would be capable of planning transitions from one of the self-motion manifolds to another: to move from an We are interested in global path-wise methods for motion planning for a redundant elbow up configuration in one region of task space to an elbow down configuration in another region. the preimage. At each point in the preimage, several scalar objective functions (for obstacle avoidance, joint limit avoidance, minimizing joint torque, and avoiding singular states) can be computed. The path-wise motion planner would find a trajectory in joint space that would maximize a weighted sum of the multiple scalar objective functions over the entire path in task space.
The advantages of using self-motion coordinates for posture control are discussed in Seraji (1990) . Since the self-motion coordinates can be difficult to calculate, Seraji has used the a r m angle (the angle between the ann plane and a reference plane) for a 7 joint ann [see Seraji (1991) l. However, the extended Jacobian can be singular when the arm angle is the task function.
At each point in task space, the self-motion coordinates defrne all of the points in In this paper, we develop an improved method for calculating self-motion coordinates. Our method does not require the calculation of local coordinates for the selfmotion manifold. We work in the tangent space of the self-motion manifold. Given the Jacobian, we use the standard methods of linear algebra to define self-motion parameters and self-motion coordinates. Our approach overcomes all of the drawbacks of conventional redundancy resolution methods: we do not need to define a new function for each task, our extended Jacobian cannot be singular, and closed cycles in extended Cartesian space will yield closed cycles in joint space.
In the next section, we will develop our method to parameterize the self-motion manifold and define a self-motion coordinate. We have developed and demonstrated a control system that allows us to move the manipulator to a position specified by both Cartesian position and orientation and self-motion coordinate. In the third section, we will discuss our experimental results. The fourth section will present our conclusions.
. THEORY
A manipulator (or a machine tool) is a set of links connected in a chain by joints. Usually, each joint has one degree of freedom. The state of the manipulator is described by a vector of joint variables, 8. All points on the manipulator move in Cartesian space. We are usually interested in the position and orientation of the end of the manipulator, which is described by a vector (x) with six components in 3D space and three components in 2D space. If x is fixed, the joint variables are constrained to move on the self-motion manifold. If 8 is an n vector, x is an m vector, and the rank of J is r, then the dimension '(k) of the self-motion manifold is: k = n -r. Any point on the manifold can be defined by local coordinates (q), where q is a k vector. -We can express the mapping from q to the manifold by:
Mathematically, Fq. (14) is identical to Eq. (10). However, we are d e f~n g local coordinates for the manifold, while Seraji is defining an additional task for the manipulator. The Jacobian for Eq. (14) is given by Eq. (1 1). To simplify the notation and make the notation consistent with our previous work, we will call the self-motion Jacobian B:
Since the elements of the B matrix are obtained by taking partial derivatives of g, the partial derivatives of the elements of the B matrix will be symmetrical:
If r (the rank of J) isless than m, we will remove redundant rows and reduce the number of rows in J (and the components of k ) to r. We shall call the extended Jacobian
K:
From this point on, we will consider B to be an arbitrary kxn matrix. We will choose B to make the K matrix nonsingular. Later we will discuss options for the choice of the B matrix. Thus, we may not be able to find a g function that is consistent with B and B may not satisfy Eq. (16). Since the g may not be coordinates, we will call them self-motion parameters.
manifold velocities is:
Using the K matrix, the kinematic equation relating joint velocities to Cartesian and The inverse of the K matrix is partitioned into two matrices (E and F):
The matrices J, B, E, and F satisfy:
Using the inverse of the K matrix, the solution of Eq. (18) is:
The solution has the form of a particular solution plus a null space solution (F is in the null space of J).
In Seraji's configuration control method, B is the Jacobian of an arbitrary task function. The extended Jacobian (K) will be singular if B' does not have a sufficient number of components in the null space of J and Eq. (23) is not satisfied. parameters (9) are determined by:
For any arbitrary matrix B that makes the K matrix nonsingular, the self-motion
with the initial condition q(0) = 0. matrix (C) the partial derivatives of the elements of the C matrix will be zero and will satisfy Eq. (16) . Let C be the initial value of B:
An arbitrary matrix B may not satisfy Eq. (16) . However, €or an arbitrary constant
The self-motion coordinates p are determined by:
i, = c e with the initial condition p(0) = 0. If B is an appropriate matrix, then -B could also be used. To overcome this ambiguity, we require that the matrix 1/2(CTB + BTC) be positive definite. If the smallest positive eigenvalue of 1/2(CTB + BTC) approaches zero, we choose a new value for C: C = B(t*). If we choose B (and C)to be . dimensionless, the units of p and q are radians.
Our goal is to develop a motion control system that allows us to move the manipulator to a position specified by both Cartesian position and orientation and selfmotion coordinates (see Figure 1 ). For any arbitrary matrix B that makes the K matrix nonsingular, Eq. (25) can be used to calculate 8 from inputs of j , and q . The motion control system requires an error calculation system that calculates the changes in x and q ' (i and 4 ). The inputs to the error calculation system are goals for both the position and orientation of end of the manipulator (x? and for the self-motion coordinates @G, and the current values of the state variables (x and p). To completely define the motion control system, we must define x, j , , J, B, and the error calculation system. We begin with B.
Definition of the B Matrix.
We would like to parameterize all possible choices for the B matrix. We need to develop a basis for n vectors. A natural basis is provided by the range of JT and a basis for the null space of J. To calculate a basis for the null space of J, we apply Singular If E satisfies Eq. (20), the q parameter matrix must satisfy: We conclude this subsection by developing a simple example to illustrate the differences between local coordinates for the self-motion manifold and our self-motion parameters. Consider a manipulator with one prismatic joint and one revolute joint:
The Jacobian is given by: 
Definition of the x vector.
We have been discussing the position and orientation of the end of the manipulator, the vector x and its derivative k . However, there are several different ways to defme these vectors. In this section, we will discuss our choices. In general, rigid body motions consist of both a rotation and a translation. The representation of rigid body motions requires both a rotation matrix and a translation vector. The standard method for defining the position and orientation of end of the manipulator in 3D space is by a 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix TJr(t)] that maps from a fixed coordinate frame (F) to a moving coordinate frame 0:
where R is a 3x3 rotation matrix, and d is a three vector for translation. In the language of group theory, rotation matrices are in the group SO(3) and transformation matrices are in the group SE(3). We would like to map from T to x and from x to T. Euler's theorem [Goldstein (1980) l states that any rotation can be expressed as a rotation about a vector (the axis of rotation). Initially, we used the method of Mladenova (1990) and associated a rotation matrix with a vector c. The vector is the axis of rotation and the magnitude of the vector is related to the &gle of rotation (@) by: c = tan @/2. However, a rotation of 180 degrees results in a vector with an infinite magnitude. A more convenient representation is when the magnitude of the vector is equal to the angle of rotation. Thus, we use exponential coordinates and map the rotation matrix to a vector (h) where the direction is determined by the axis of rotation and the magnitude is the angle of rotation. This mapping is well known [see Paul (1981) 
Murray (1994) calls Q a twist. In the language of group theory, angular velocity matrices are in the group so@) and S matrices are in the group se(3). There is a one to one Q S exponential map from so@) to SO(3) and from se(3) to SE(3): R = e and T = e .
We will identify Q with k in Eq. (2):
Unfortunately, Q is not the time derivative of x defined by Eq. (40).
2.3. Calculation of the J matrix.
The derivation in this subsection follows McCarthy (1990) . Murray (1994) has a similar derivation. In Eq. (2), the Jacobian (J ) is the partial derivative off with respect to the joint variables (e). To calculate J, the position and orientation of the end effector must be related to the joint angles. Since the T matrix depends on the joint variables [T = T (e)], the time derivative of the T matrix is given by:
The tangent operator S is defined by Eq. (41):
We defme the partial tangent matrices (Si) by:
Using the partial tangent matrices, the S matrix may be written:
Let Q be the vector that determines the S matrix and let Q, be the vector that determines the Si matrix: McCarthy (1990) demonstrates that: Q = C Q i 6 i i Our goal in this subsection is to define J (the Jacobian matrix). In the last subsection, we defined k to be equal to Q [Eq. (45) 
The T matrix is the product of A matrices and each A matrix depends on a single joint variable:
The first partial tangent matrix is given by:
Thus, SI only depends on 01.
If we define the partial T matrices (vi) by:
The partial tangent matrices are given by:
Each Si depends on the frst i joint angles: from 01 to ei.
Solution of the control problem.
Our goal is to develop a motion control system that allows us to move the manipulator to a position specified by both Cartesian position and orientation and selfmotion coordinates (see Figure 1) . For any arbitrary matrix B that makes the K matrix nonsingulaq Eq. (25) can be used to calculate 8 from inputs of k and 4 . The motion control system requires an error calculation system that calculates the changes in x and q (k and 4 ). The inputs to the error calculation system are goals for both the position and orientation of the end of the manipulator (xG> and for the self-motion coordinates (py and the current values of the state variables (x and p). Rather than using the x vector directly, we will map to the T matrix (see Figure 2) Let T be a correction T matrix that moves the system from its current state [TI to the goal:
We can calculate a matrix (L) that is the logarithm of TC:
Brockett (1984) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have created a software system that performs the calculations described in the last section to control a seven degree of freedom manipulator, our Robotics Research . manipulator (see Figure 3) . As shown in Figure 4 , our software system is modular and communication between the modules is through shared memory using the Helix software [see Jones (1992) l. There are three data structures in shared memory: aGoal, rrGoal, and aState. The aGoal is a Cartesian goal with position and orientation (xG) and self-motion coordinate (pG). The rrGoal is a joint goal with either joint velocity or joint position. The aState contains data on the current state of the system and some details of the calculation of the self-motion coordinates. There are four modules in the software system: Control, Control-x, Monitorx, and Capture. Each of the modules runs at 60 Hz using a real time operating system (VxWorks). Our software runs on a CPU in a VME rack and communicates with the host interface to the arm controller using a bus to bus connector. We cannot communicate directly with the joint mounted servo hardware.
The Control module reads the joint goal data structure from shared memory and sends an appropriate command to the host interface. The host interface will accept velocity or position commands for both joint angles and Cartesian coordinates. For our experiments, we send joint velocity commands when we are far from the goal and send joint position commands when we are near the goal.
that are written to shared memory at the appropriate times by the Monitor-x module. The Control-x module reads the Cartesian goal from shared memory and reads the joint angles from the host interface. The Controlx module performs the calculations described in the previous section and writes the joint goal and the current state of the system to shared memory.
An experiment consists of a sequence of Cartesian goals for predetermined times
The Capture module reads shared memory (at 20 Hz) and writes the state and goal data to output files. The graphs in this section were prepared using the output files produced by Capture.
The experiments described in this section are produced by processes that operate at three distinct frequencies. The high level goals are changed slowly (the durations of the Cartesian goals range from 0.83 seconds to 4.33 seconds). The host interface operates at 28 Hz. The servo loops for the arm controller run at high rates (512 Hz to 10,240Hz).
Our experiments demonstrate that our control system can reach a goal. However, we are not tracking a path. During an experiment, the Cartesian positions can have significant errors. We could reduce the errors by giving the system high level goals at a higher frequency using the servo interface.
We will discuss the results of four experiments. The fmt experiment is a loop in Cartesian position: increase x5, increase xg, decrease x5, and decrease x6. The second experiment is a loop in Cartesian orientation: increase XI, increase x2, decrease XI, and decrease x2. The third experiment is a cycle in the self-motion coordinate: increase p from 0 to 1, decrease p to -1, and increase p to 0. The final experiment is a loop in Cartesian position (Q) and self-motion coordinate.
The first experiment is a loop in Cartesian position. As shown in Table 1, The second experiment is a loop in Cartesian orientation. As shown in Table 2 , both XI and x2 increase from 0.0 radians to 0.5 radians before returning to 0.0 rad. Time series values of x1 and x2 are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8. The perturbations in x1 near 2.0 seconds and near 5 seconds are caused by the large changes in x2 at those times.
Comparing The third experiment is a cycle in the self-motion coordinate (p). The changes in self-motion coordinate (p), the cosine of the angle between the vectors B and C (cos p), and local coordinates (q) are displayed in Table 3 for the third experiment. We will examine plots of each of these variables. Time series values for p are plotted in Fig. 9 . The value of p increases from 0 to 1, decreases to -1, and increases to 0. At each step on the control algorithm, we can estimate the time required to get to the goal without exceeding the speed l i m i t s on the joint velocities (Goal Time). The values of Goal Time are plotted in Fig. 10 for the third experiment. When a new goal is provided to the control system, the value of Goal Time increases rapidly to a peak and decreases as the a m approaches the goal. At the end of the big swing from p = 1.0 to p = -LO, the value of p overshoots the goal. When the overshoot occurs (at 4.35 seconds), the Goal Time jumps from 0.05 seconds to 0.12 seconds.
- Table 3 . Values of the self-motion coordinate (p), cos p, and local coordinates (q) for the third experiment. In Table 3 , the changes in the local coordinates (9) are a little bit larger than the changes in the self-motion coordinate (p). The difference between q and p is displayed in Fig. 11 . We are surprised that the curve is not more symmetrical (we expect positive values when p is positive to be mirrored by negative values when p is negative). In Table   3 , the difference when p = 1.0 (0.0778) is more than three times as large as the difference when p = -1.0 (-0.0228). At the end of the experiment, p, q, and the joint coordinates have returned to their original positions.
definite. For our experiments, k = 7 -6 = 1, B and C are vectors with unit length, and CTB is a scalar. Thus, CTB is the cosine of the angle (p) between B and C. To keep the coordinates single valued and invertible, we require that the magnitude of p be less than 90 degrees. Thus, cos p should be positive. If cos p approaches zero, we choose a new value for C: C = B(t*), where B(t*) is the current B vector when we chose a new value for C. Values of cos p are plotted in Fig. 12 for the third experiment. AI1 of the values of cos p are positive during the experiment. In Table 3 , we fmd that cos p = 0.7699 when p = k1.0. Thus, the angle between B and C is p = 0.69 radians (40 degrees) when p = t l .o.
For the general case, we require that the matrix 1/2(CTB +-BTC) be positive
During the third experiment, four of the seven joint angles have substantial changes in their values (see Table 4 ). The values in Table 4 demonstrate that the joint angles return to their initial values. Each of the joints has a speed limit. The targets for the joint velocities are required to be less than the speed limits. Targets and measured values for the velocity of joint one are displayed in Fig. 13 . The speed limit for joint one is 1.2 radians per second (70 degrees per second). During periods when the target is at the speed l i m i t , the measured values alternate between a value that is slightly above the speed limit (1.3 radians per second) and zero. In the period from 2.72 seconds to 4.52 seconds, there were 27 measurements of 1.3 r/s and 10 measurements of zero. No other values were measured! We apply Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to calculate a basis for the null space of J. Since we have added a row of zeros to the matrix, one of the singular values will be zero. If J is rank deficient, a second singular value will be zero. We monitor the second smallest singular value (E) to detect when J is becoming rank deficient. Values of E are plotted in Fig. 14 The frnal experiment is a loop in Cartesian position (xg) and self-motion coordinate. The changes in self-motion coordinate (p), the Cartesian position (Xg), and local coordinates (9) are displayed in Table 5 for the fourth experiment. Time series values for p are plotted in Fig. 15 . The value of p increases from 0 to 1 and then decreases to 0. Time series values for X6 are plotted in Fig. 16 . The value of X6 increases from -0.1 m to 0.0 and then decreases to -0.1 m. Small changes in p occur during large changes in x6 and vice versa.
The difference between q and p is displayed in Fig. 17 . As p increases from 0 to 1, q increases from 0.0 to 1.08 radians (the change is the same as for the third experiment).
However, the increase in X6 requires an increase in q from 1.08 radians to 1.14 radians. As p decreases from 1 to 0, q decreases from 1.14 radians to -0.09 radians. During the final decrease in X6 there is no change in q. At the end of the experiment, p, X6, and the joint coordinates have returned to their original positions. However, the local coordinate (9) does not return to zero. In the third experiment, the local coordinate returned to zero.
In the third experiment the position and orientation (x) was constant, while the position changed in the fourth experiment. In Table 5 , a 1.0 radian change in p requires a 1.08 radian change in q at the lower value of ~6 and a 1.23 radian change in q at the upper value . of x6. Table 5 . Values of the self-motion coordinate (p), Cartesian position (Xg), and local coordinates (q) for the fourth experiment.
During the fourth experiment, fobr of the seven joint angles have substantial changes in their values (see Table 6 ). The values in Table 6 demonstrate that the joint angles return to their initial values. Time (sec) Fig. 17 . Changes in q -p during the fourth experiment.
Seraji's configuration control method for redundancy resolution adds an additional task that will be performed by the manipulator. One example of a task is control of the elbow angle (v), the angle between the plane containing the shoulder, elbow, and hand of the arm and a reference frame containing the line that joins the shoulder to the hand [see Seraji (1991) l. We conclude this section by comparing the elbow angle with both the selfmotion coordinate and the angle between B and C for several experiments.
Values of the three angles for the third experiment are displayed in Table 7 . Although the magnitudes of the three angles are different, the angles move together (all are at their maximum at 2.05 seconds and at their minimum at 5.55 seconds. Values of the three angles and the Cartesian position for the fifth experiment are displayed in Table 9 . The frrst two rows of Table 9 have the same values as the first two rows of Tables 7 and 8. In the third row of Table 9 , x6 increases by three times the amount as in the fourth experiment while p is constant and both p and y~ increase by more than in Table 8 . In the fourth row of Table 9 , p decreases to 0.02 radians while x6 is constant, y~ decreases to 0.02 radians, but p increases slightly to 1 .OO radians. Table 9 demonstrates that the values of the three angles can have independent changes. 
CONCLUSIONS
There is a large literature'on the control of redundant manipulators. Whitney solved the redundancy resolution problem by using the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. Klein and Huang discovered that Whitney's solution did not yield repeatable paths in joint space. Shamir and Yomdin published a necessary and sufficient condition for repeatable paths in joint space. Baillieul developed the extended Jacobian technique for redundancy resolution. He maximizes an objective function at every point on the specified path in Cartesian space. If the extended Jacobian is nonsingular, the method will yield repeatable paths in joint space. Seraji a developed the configuration control method for redundancy resolution. His method is not based on local optimization. He adds an additional task that will be performed by the manipulator. The kinematic Jacobian can be combined with the task Jacobian to define an extended Jacobian. If the extended Jacobian is nonsingular, the joint velocities can be determined. The extended Jacobian will be singular if either the kinematic Jacobian or the task Jacobian are not of full rank.
At every point on the specified path in Cartesian space, the arm is constrained to move on the self-motion manifold. Burdick has discussed the features of the self-motion manifolds. The inverse kinematic solution is the union of disjoint manifolds. A general path planning algorithm for a redundant manipulator should plan transitions from one of the self-motion manifolds to another. Burdick has defined two types of redundancy resolution methods: configuration resolution and path-wise resolution. A configuration resolution method finds a point in joint space that will keep the end of the manipulator at a given point in Cartesian space and maximize a scalar objective function. A path-wise method finds a trajectory in joint space that will keep the end of the manipulator on a given path in Cartesian space and maximize a scalar objective function that is computed over the entire path. Our long term objective is to develop a global method for path-wise resolution.
In this paper, we have defined and demonstrated a self-motion coordinate system. For the extended Jacobian methods of Baillied and Seraji, either the objective function or additional task is specified by a predetermined function of the joint variables. There are three problems with this approach how to choose a function, the function may be H i c u l t to calculate, and the extended Jacobian can become singular. Calculation of an obstacle avoidance function for a realistic problem may be difficult. As the arm moves in the workspace, the point on the arm that is closest to an obstacle can have discontinuous motions. The Jacobian may not be defined at the discontinuties. Adding or moving an obstacle will require the calculation of a new function. Our method does not require a predetermined function; we numerically determine a basis for the null space of the kinematic Jacobian. Our method cannot have kinematic singularities or algorithmic singularities.
